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Abstract
A list of five Word Work pieces performed by Jon Cockburn at the Ivan Dougherty Gallery, Paddington, Sydney on the evening of Wednesday 17 March.
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EXPERIMENTAL AUDIO WORKS

Wednesday 17th March, 7pm - 10pm
I.D. Gallery and City Art Institute Theatre

Andrew Frost, Astrid Spielman
'WORDS AND VISION'

Elizabeth Ashburn
'PERIODS'

John Cockburn
- The Reason Why
- Loosing Confidence
- Four Light Pieces
- Interlude in a Performance

Simone Mangos
'SONATA FOR VOICE AND WASHING MACHINE'
1st Movement WASH
2nd Movement RINSE
3rd Movement SPIN
Duration: Normal Cycle

Astrid Spielman
'The Dying of the Light'

Ken Craneman
'NORMAL'

Kim Machan
'EXERCISE 1'
'EXERCISE 2'

Ian Howard
'AIR-SOUND LONDON SYDNEY'

Paul Dooley
'PUCKAPANELS by PUCKAPANELISTS'

Those Difficult Belgians
'YOUR AUTUMN WARDROBE'